ALCORE Pty Ltd is seeking to build a chemical refining plant to convert bauxite into aluminium fluoride
which is an electrolyte used in lithium ion batteries and to improve the efficiency of electro-smelting of
aluminium. The patented Australian technology also allows ALCORE to make its own electrical power and
heating by producing a natural gas substitute called Corethane Gas. Investments in ALCORE will be
restricted and are expected to qualify as Early Stage Innovation Company ("ESIC") investments entitled to
be claimed against current tax and to be free of capital-gains tax for 10 years.
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BrainChip Holdings Ltd (ASX:BRN) is an ASX-listed, leading developer and provider of software and
hardware for Artificial Intelligence (AI) and machine learning applications. It has pioneered and is
commercialising an AI Processor Architecture based on a spiking neural network that simulates the
learning mechanisms of the human brain. The spiking neural network technology can be trained
instantaneously (“one-shot learning”) by recognising patterns in milliseconds without having to be preprogrammed. This is an important feature in the world outside of the internet, where massive datasets
are not available. For instance, a police department looking for a suspect in live video streams does not
have thousands of images of that suspect, nor does it have weeks to train a traditional convolutional neural network system. The proprietary
technology is also highly accurate, fast, completely digital and consumes very low power. Because the technology is trained, not explicitly
programmed, it can be used in a variety of applications. For example, BrainChip’s first application of this technology is the awardwinning BrainChip Studio and BrainChip Accelerator, which aids law enforcement and intelligence organisations to rapidly search vast amounts
of video footage and identify patterns or faces. Click here to visit the BrainChip website.

Change Financial Ltd (OTCQX:CNGFF, ASX:CCA) is an award winning FinTech banking software
provider, dual trading on the Australian Securities Exchange and in the US on OTCQX. Via Change
Financial’s ‘ChimpChange Mobile Banking’ brand, the Company offers consumers award winning
secure, low-cost, feature-rich bank accounts. Based in Los Angeles, California, ChimpChange delivers
a better way to bank with two key value propositions to cus
tomers. Firstly, it makes free retail banking available to tens of millions of Americans who typically pay monthly fees and overdraft fees to have
a bank account. Secondly, the Company provides money management tools to help customers better understand how they spend their money,
and save their money. The Company also offers real-time mobile cheque deposit and instant person to person payments. All funds on deposit
are held with a federally regulated FDIC-insured bank in the USA. Change Financial is also developing MasterCard Certified processing
capabilities to support Enterprise level banking services to a wide audience of U.S. banks and commercial enterprises. The Enterprise software
will be available for public deployment in 2018. Click here to visit the Change Financial website.

Dreamscape Networks Ltd (ASX:DN8) is a trusted and affordable online solutions provider of domain
names, hosting and technology solutions and owns Australia’s #1 domain brand Crazy Domains and
Singapore’s #1 hosting provider Vodien Internet Solutions. The Dreamscape Networks Group offers
affordable and easy to use online solutions that help businesses and independents establish, build,
maintain and grow their online presence. Our solutions are innovative, user‐friendly and engineered
across all platforms embracing intuitive design and backed by our focus on best in world premium
service. Vision:
To help our customers achieve their online goals by “Providing simple, innovative and affordable online solutions, that change lives”
Learn more at http://www.dreamscapenetworks.com ; http://www.crazydomains.com and http://vodien.com
Mark Evans, MD & CEO, commented:
“FY17 was a record year for Dreamscape Networks. We grew all pillars of the business and generated record cash and profits in our first year as
a publicly listed company. We are also pleased to have delivered on the FY17 Prospectus profit forecast. With two successful acquisitions
completed since listing in December 2016 and an exciting pipeline of new products, I am confident that we will continue to expand our
operations. “This is an exciting time in Dreamscape Network’s journey as we transition from being a domain name provider to a leading online
solutions provider across Australia, New Zealand and South East Asia. We are well positioned to deliver increased revenues, free cash flow and
earnings in FY18 as we continue to focus on executing our growth strategy.”
Click here to visit the Dreamscape website.

Family Zone Cyber Safety Ltd (ASX:FZO): Cyber safety innovator Family Zone listed and launched in late 2016 and
has achieved extraordinary growth in this short time. The Company has developed the world's first cyber safety
ecosystem. A suite of technologies, online services and partnering models that permit cyber safety to operate
across mobile & fixed networks, school and enterprise networks and on end‐user devices. Supported by leading
experts in cyber safety and rapidly growing traction with telco operators, the company's services are now used
across the globe by more than 230,000 families and 300 schools daily. Solving a global problem in a disruptive way
and with proven technology and sales channels the Company is poised for rapid global expansion.
Click here to visit the Family Zone website.

Gooroo Ventures Ltd (ASX:GOO) has built predictive technology that makes hiring talent more
accurate, teams more productive and communications more targeted. Gooroo does this by using
artificial intelligence and neuroscience across three core products: Gooroo Jobs, Gooroo Mindspace
and Gooroo Communities. Gooroo Jobs matches and ranks candidates to a role; Gooroo Mindspace
assesses and charts the thinking patterns of an individual and a team to better understand future
behaviour; and Gooroo Communities helps organisations build enriched talent databases that speed up access to qualified talent.Gooroo’s
breakthrough technology can remove up to 90% of the time wasted in screening and shortlisting talent, while improving selection accuracy by
over 70%.
Headquartered in Melbourne, Gooroo kicked-off enterprise sales in May 2017 in Australian and expects to expand internationally in 2018.Client
wins already include enterprises such as KPMG, Kinetic IT, Readify (Telstra) and Randstad.
Gooroo’s ColourGrid™, formed from over 40 years of neuroscience research, defines an individual’s pattern and priority of decision-making in
different environments. This highly intelligent capability has global application in areas such recruitment, team design, communications and
marketing.In June 2017, Gooroo was awarded Innovation of the Year in the Big Data / Machine Learning category at the AIIA iAwards (Vic). In
January 2016, Gooroo announced a global alliance with Microsoft.
Click here to visit the Gooroo website www.gooroo.io.
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Inabox Group Ltd (ASX:IAB) provides technology platforms and solutions that deliver next gen telco,
IT and cloud services. It does this via highly automated systems, a national team of over 320 knowl‐
edgeable and engaged people, plus over 15 years of experience.
As the telco landscape continues to undergo significant structural change, non-traditional entrants
are changing the way consumers buy their telco services in Australia. Poised to take advantage of this,
Inabox's innovative Platform-as-a-Service offering allows major brands and organisations to seamless‐
ly deliver NBN, mobile and other services to their customers under their own brand with a purpose
built, turnkey solution. This service is just one of a number of innovative products and services offered
by the Company.
Inabox expects to deliver strong growth and revenue of over $100m and continues to shift its revenue mix towards higher-margin, service-based
revenue as it focuses on contract renewals and converting its strong sales pipeline.
Click here to visit the Inabox website.
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LiveHire Ltd (ASX:LVH) is the technology company behind the Live Talent Ecosystem, where people
privately connect with Live Talent Communities of the best brands. LiveHire's vision is to empower the
flow of the worlds talent, to create a more agile, open and awesome working world. LiveHire is a
productivity and collaboration platform for talent management that delivers a proactive sourcing and
internal mobility solution called Live Talent Communities. The platform makes managing the flow of
talent into and through businesses seamless, delivering value through perfect visibility of existing
employees, and shifting recruitment of new talent from reactive to proactive, reducing time and cost to
hire, with an unrivalled candidate experience. Founded in 2011, LiveHire is an Australian company headquartered in Melbourne, with offices
also in Sydney, Brisbane and Perth.
Click here to visit the LiveHire website.

MSM Corporation International Ltd (ASX:MSM)
Click here to visit the Megastar website.

Mobecom Ltd (ASX:MBM) is a full-stack customer engagement technology provider that
delivers end-to-end technology solutions for businesses to engage with their customers.
Its primary offering, airBux, is a digital currency platform that provides ‘liquidity for
loyalty’ and is the Company’s direct to consumer mobile application offering, with a cloud
-based currency at its core. With mobile payment, ordering, booking and local offer
capability; the airBux cryptocurrency will be the gateway to a new digital lifestyle rewards
program. The Company’s existing B2B offering provides its blue-chip customers based in
Australia, Singapore, South Africa, the UK and Europe with technology solutions, built on its airBux proprietary technology, to
deliver a complete end-to-end set of customer engagement technology requirements, including both back-end (databases) and front-end
technology (design, mobile applications and websites). Click here to visit the Mobecom website.

Mobilicom Ltd (ASX:MOB) is a high-tech company that designs, develops and markets
solutions for mission critical and remote mobile private communication networks without
the need for, or use of, any existing infrastructure. Mobilicom’s products and technology
are based on an innovative approach that merges 4G communication with Mobile MESH
technologies into a unified solution, with a number of product families that have been
commercially deployed. Mobilicom develops in-house and fully owns all assets for its
unique technology and solutions, including: 4G modem, MESH networking, radios, HW & SW applications, among others. The technology is
backed by its patent holding and know-how. SkyHopper, the newest entity founded by Mobilicom Ltd. in 2016, targets the Professional,
Commercial and Industrial UAV market, by leveraging Mobilicom’s core technology as well as its success in the Gov’t and Enterprise market. The
SkyHopper family of products offers a wide range of solutions that have begun launching in April 2017. Despite the recent launch, SkyHopper
PRO has already developed a track record with reference partners and customers on a global level. Furthermore, SkyHopper has gained an
international presence with its sales and marketing activity and continues to build upon its excellent market traction among industry leaders.
Click here to visit the Mobilicom website.

Nuheara Ltd (ASX:NUH) is an innovative audio Wearables company. It has developed proprietary hardware and
software to deliver multi‐functional intelligent hearing technology that augments a user’s hearing and facilitates
cable‐free connection to smart devices. With Nuheara’s IQbuds™, consumers are able to augment their hearing
according to their personal hearing preferences and connect hands free with their voice enabled smart devices.
Nuheara’s mission is to improve people’s lives by allowing them to seamlessly listen, communicate and connect
to their physical and digital world. Click here to visit the Nuheara website.

ResApp Health Ltd (ASX:RAP) is developing digital healthcare solutions to assist doctors and
empower patients to diagnose and manage respiratory disease. We are creating easy to use,
affordable, clinically-validated and regulatory-approved diagnostic tools that only require a
smartphone. Our solutions are designed to be easily integrated into existing telehealth solutions
and we are also working on apps to provide respiratory disease diagnosis and management
directly to consumers and healthcare providers. ResApp was founded in September 2014 to
commercialise technology developed by Associate Professor Udantha Abeyratne at The University
of Queensland that uses sound to diagnose respiratory disease. Associate Professor Abeyratne’s team has been engaged in the research and
development of this technology since 2009 and has been funded by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.
Click here to visit the ResApp website.
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Robo 3D Ltd (ASX:RBO) is focused on the design and distribution of 3D printers and associated products for the
desktop segment of the 3D printing industry. Robo 3D has gained significant traction online and through retail partners
including Amazon, Best Buy and Staples. The company has sold nearly 12,000 3D printers to customers in over 70
countries since delivering its first model in 2013. Robo 3D commenced trading on the ASX on 22 December 2016.
Click here to visit the Robo 3D website.
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Scout Ltd (ASX:SCT) is a self-installed, wireless home security system that is making security more
modern, open and affordable. The design-centric system integrates with best-in-class smart home
devices, boasting partnerships with Amazon Alexa, Google Nest and Samsung SmartThings. Scout
offers cellular backup and 24/7 police dispatch services on top of their devices which drives highmargin, monthly recurring revenue. Scout's system has been well received in the market, having been named "Best Designed" by ASecureLife
and "#1 Best, No-Contract Home Security" by SecurityGem. The company is an Amazon Alexa Fund portfolio company and listed on the ASX in
August of 2017. Click here to visit the Scout website.

Sky and Space Global Ltd (ASX:SAS) is an ASX listed (SAS) satellite company with European and Israeli centres of
Aerospace, Satellite and Software Industry Experts.
The Company’s core business is to operate a communications infrastructure based on nano-satellite technology and
develop highly sophisticated software systems that will deploy, maintain orbit control and handle the communication
network in space to provide a global coverage. The Company successfully launched its first three nanosatellites, the ‘3
Diamonds’, into space in June 2017 and is preparing for the launch of a constellation of 200 more nano-satellites by
2020.
The Company’s vision is to provide affordable communication coverage to anyone, anywhere, anytime with
relatively low maintenance costs. This will enable Sky and Space Global to deliver cost-effective communications
infrastructure and services to those who need it most and to disrupt the telecommunications and international
transport industries. Sky and Space Global Ltd owns 100% of Sky and Space Global (UK) Limited.
Click here to visit the SAS website.

SelfWealth Ltd is Australia’s’ largest social network for investors, giving investors the ability to track and follow the performance of top
performing investors within the SelfWealth Community.
Members of the SelfWealth community can make investment decisions based on fact, not
opinion. They can see how people like them are investing and what results and returns they are
achieving.
SelfWealth TRADING - Australia’s fixed fee online trading solution. SelfWealth TRADING is free to
join and allows member to trade the ASX for a flat fee of just $9.50 per trade regardless of trade
size. Members also get access to leading insights from Thomson Reuters. All members get 90
days free access to SelfWealth PREMIUM.
SelfWealth PREMIUM allows members to follow and track the performance of other investors in the SelfWealth Community; see their portfolio,
the trades they are executing and the returns they are achieving.
Premium provides a suite of tools so you can compare your own portfolio to other investors based on performance, SafetyRating and
WealthCheck scores. Members are also benchmark their performance against the ASX200 as well as SelfWealth’s Best Investor Index the
SW200 – based on the top 200 performing portfolios in SelfWealth.
Members can optimise their portfolios based on learnings from the community. Create your own Target Portfolio a diversified selection of
shareholdings based on the top weighted holdings from the top 10 performing members you follow. The Target Portfolio Alignment tool then
compares your current portfolio to your Target Portfolio and provides the mechanism to execute the required trades to reach your target.
Click here to visit the SelfWealth website.

Titomic Pty Ltd is an Australian advanced manufacturing specialist and in particular those industries that focus on
advanced materials and additive manufacturing. Together with the Australian federal governments research body,
(CSIRO), Titomic has developed a process by which products can be manufactured to virtually any shape and size via
their proprietary Kinetic Fusion process. The Titomic Kintetic Fusion (TKF) process, sprays material powders such as
titanium alloys, at supersonic speed onto a scaffold surface, resulting in the powder molecules elastically deforming
on impact and then bonding at a near molecular level with the surrounding particles. This process can be applied to
create tubular or shaped load bearing structures and will conform to nearly any shape. This process can also
removes the need for secondary manual processes such as folding, bending and welding which are often expensive,
time consuming and require extensive energy consumption.
Click here to visit the Titomic website.

Updater Inc (ASX:UPD) makes moving easier for the 17 million households that relocate every year
in the US. With Updater, users seamlessly transfer utilities, update accounts and records, forward
mail, and much more. Hundreds of the most prominent real estate companies in the US (from real
estate brokerages to property management companies) rely on Updater’s real estate products to
save clients hours with a branded and personalised Updater moving experience. Updater now
processes over 7% of all household moves in the US. With this massive scale, Updater can enable
contextual and personalised communication between relocating consumers and the US businesses spending billions of dollars trying to reach
them. Updater is headquartered in New York City, and prior to listing on the ASX, Updater received significant investments from leading US
venture capital firms including SoftBank Capital, IA Ventures, and Second Century Ventures (the strategic investment division of the National
Association of REALTORS®). Click here to visit the Updater website.

Volpara Health Technologies Ltd (ASX:VHT) is a digital health company dedicated to the early detection of breast
cancer by improving the quality of mammographic screening. Founded by world-leading breast cancer scientists,
Volpara develops cloud-based services such as VolparaEnterprise™ software, which enables breast imaging centres
around the world to provide more personalised screening options, detect cancer earlier, improve patient comfort
and use data to improve quality and productivity. Click here to visit the Volpara website.
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Wangle Technologies Ltd (ASX:WGL) has developed patented algorithms that not only
optimise, compress and secure the data flow to mobile devices, but facilitate real time analysis
of network patterns and usage behaviours. It’s newly launched product Wangle Family Insites
offers parents a unique approach to ensuring the safe use of the internet by children and
teenagers. By utilising Wangle’s world class VPN network, backed by the research insights of
childhood development research organization Telethon Kids Institute, WFI monitors mobile
network patterns in real time and advises parents of potential threats as well as providing
greater details and resources to parents on the threats identified.
Click here to visit the Wangle website.
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